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Open or closed? 
 

Switchgear for monitoring 

valve positions 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Manufacturers of valves in search of suita-

ble switchgear for position monitoring have 

a choice to make. Different electromechan-

ical switches are available, as well as dif-

ferent sensors. Some series are suitable 

for explosive environments or sub-zero 

temperatures, while more recent options 

include “Wireless” switchgear. 

 

 

herever valves are integrated in auto-

mated plants, their positions require 

monitoring. Often they are located in ad-

verse environments, which could include 

corrosive or explosive atmospheres (e.g. in 

the chemicals industry) or extreme tem-

peratures (e.g. in the oil and gas industry). 

Other applications need to take hygiene 

into account, including steam cleaning. The 

chosen switching devices are used to mon-

itor the positions of valves, flaps or other 

controls and instruments. 

 

Position switches: new series 

Several new switchgear series have been 

presented over the past months which 

were developed with valve position moni-

toring at least partly in mind. They include 

the position switches in series Ex 99 with 

standard dimensions to DIN EN 50041. 

These switches have been approved and 

certified according to Atex and IECEx for 

gas Ex zones 1 and 2, as well as dust Ex 

zones 21 and 22. And they are also suitable 

for use in sub-zero temperatures down to  

–60°C, as is frequently the case in oil and 

gas exploration, for example. In these con-

ditions, the choice of materials and the ex-

tremely impact-resistant design of the 

plastic housing are ideal. 

There has also been a new development 

concerning the more compact standard 

switches (DIN EN 50047) for “Extreme” ap-

plications: series Ex 97. This series is also 

very durable in extreme environments – 

corrosion, sub-zero temperatures (down to  
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The Ex 98 HS 

with integrated 

sensor technol-

ogy and ana-

logue output 

signal permits 

precise moni-

toring of propor-

tional valve posi-

tions 

 

–60°C) and severe mechanical wear and 

tear – and can also, like series Ex 99, be 

used in Ex zones. 

The sealing materials used in both se-

ries are manufacturer-guaranteed down to 

–95°C, the lubricants down to –75°C, allow-

ing for a considerable “safety net” regard-

ing the approved switchgear temperature 

of –60°C. Users can therefore be certain 

that the new position switches will work re-

liably, even in truly extreme conditions. 

 

Analogue signals from Ex position switch 

Further development of the Ex 98 Ex posi-

tion switches in their robust metal housing 

was set in motion by a valve manufacturer. 

A switching device was required which 

could not only monitor the position of a 

valve in “black or white” terms, but which 

could provide information about the precise 

switching state of a proportional valve. The 

solution which the developers came up 

with: a sensor integrated in the Ex HS 98 

position switch monitors the exact position 

of the plunger and converts it to a standard 

analogue signal (0–20 mA, 4–20 mA or 0–10 

V). The position switch can be programmed 

in the factory and thus adapted to individual 

requirements. 

Ex magnetic sensor for temperatures down 

to –60°C 

It is precisely in sub-zero applications that 

many valve manufacturers place their trust 

in non-contact sensors, which are not in 

danger of malfunctioning because of frozen 

mechanical parts. An additional series has 

now been developed for such applications: 

the Ex magnetic sensor series Ex RC M20 

KST. These cylindrical sensors with a diam-

eter of M 20 are cold-resistant down to 

–60°C and can be used in gas zones 1 and 

2. 

The non-contact principle simplifies 

sealing in extreme environments and guar-

antees a long life: the mechanical life is 

over a million switching cycles, while the 

electrical life has been calculated at 106 to 

109 cycles. The housing material – a high-

quality fibreglass-reinforced Duroplast – 

guarantees that the high protection class of 

these magnetic sensors (IP66 to IP69) in 

such low temperatures even remains fol-

lowing a 7-Joule impact test. 

Magnetic switchgear has also proved 

advantageous for valve position monitoring 

because no special actuator is required in-

side the valve, i.e. on the spindle. A conven-

tional permanent magnet can be used in-

stead. 

 

 
An alternative to electromechanical  

switches in extreme applications:  

the Ex magnetic sensor Ex RC M 20 
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The “Wireless Ex” 

range includes in-

ductive sensors 

with a universal 

transmission mod-

ule also responsi-

ble for supplying 

power 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wireless – even in “Extreme” environments 

In extreme conditions, eliminating fault-

sensitive cables and connecting systems by 

using wireless switchgear can increase 

availability. “Extreme” includes explosive 

environments, and in these sensitive appli-

cations it is advantageous when switches 

can send signals out of the Ex zone by re-

mote control. 

This is the reason why the wireless tech-

nology “Wireless Ex” was developed and 

certified for explosive atmospheres. It can 

also be used for monitoring valve positions. 

The Wireless Ex range includes the Ex RF 

96 wireless position switch series in a slim 

rectangular design, as well as the Ex RF IS 

wireless inductive sensor series in a cylin-

drical design. In combination with the uni-

versal transmitter Ex RF ST they are suita-

ble for radio transmission, and the trans-

mitter unit also supplies them with power. 

Both series are certified for use in gas 

Ex zones 1 and 2, as well as dust Ex zones 

21 and 22. 
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